Floridians for Immigration Enforcement

January 9, 2019
Senator Tom Lee
915 Oakfield Drive
Suite D
Brandon, FL 33511
Dear Senator Lee:
According to the dyslexic liberal lexicon, YOU SENATOR ARE A NEO-NAZI!!!
Of course you are not a neo-Nazi but take a look below at how liberals convolute your
vote Yea vote last Session on Anti-Sanctuary bill SB168 into you being a neo-Nazi! An
affirmative vote on 839518 - Proposed Committee Substitute (SJR222) would support
that ridiculous allegation.
Regarding 839518 - Proposed Committee Substitute (SJR222) FLIMEN suggests;
1. A total revision focusing on The American Principle of Racial Equality, per below.
2. Striking of the ambiguous, dangerous, liberal, weaponized terms “white
nationalism “and “white supremacy”; or better yet.
3. A quick death to the entire naïve resolution.
The fake media and Democrats will pounce on FLIMEN’s objection to this amendment
as proof certain that FLIMEN supporters are indeed neo-Nazis. Please accept that
FLIMEN opposes violence and racial discrimination. It’s just a matter of finding the right
words. The right words are in the American tradition of Racial Equality. The liberal
terms used in the amendment will only lead to more name-calling, like Democrat’s use
of the word “Racist” to control the narrative.
The major problem with the term ‘White Nationalist’ is that it is the Democrats'
way of redefining terminology to smear Republicans or anyone who opposes
their views, in this case those who support immigration enforcement. FLIMEN
has been the target of liberal Democrat smear campaigns for a long time, so we are a
bit of an expert in this area.
SPLC (Southern Poverty Law Center) is the main driver of much of the ongoing “Hate”
and “Racist” rhetoric. SPLC is an antagonistic opponent to most every value for which

Republicans stand, especially immigration enforcement. As an example, the SPLC
instigated the boycott of Mark Krikorian of Center for Immigration Studies during a
committee meeting last year. You should be familiar with their tactics. SPLC, in fact,
was one of the parties involved in the federal lawsuit against the Anti-Sanctuary bill SB
168. Judge Bloom upheld all but a minor aspect of the bill.
SPLC calls any organization that supports immigration enforcement a “Hate Group,
Racist, White Supremist, or Neo Nazi.” Their definition of “White Nationalist” is wrong
and ridiculously broad per their web page. I am attaching two examples for your
consideration and review.
If passed as written, the Proposed Revision will be used as an opening of opportunities
to support opposition against Republican principles by Democrats in the next critical
2020 election and thereafter.
Remember, Democrats have already changed the national narrative by using the term
'undocumented immigrant' in place of the actual legal term of “illegal alien!” Democrats
are now falsely claiming that anyone using the term “illegal alien” should be accused of
hate speech. With the current language in the proposed revision, Democrats will
achieve equating people who support the rule of law and immigration enforcement in
any form to be 'White Nationalists or White Supremacists'.
We simply must not continue to allow the Democrats to define and control the
narrative and the rhetoric!
Please consider that you and the other Republican Senators can easily revise the
resolution to promote a more universally acceptable agenda,
The American Principle of Racial Equality.
FLIMEN has attached a draft of what could be a revised Racial Equality SR 222. Please
note that the attached draft resolution is presented to you primarily as a concept.
Wording can be improved as needed.
This ‘deliberalized’ American centric draft resolution represents what Republicans
believe in. Democrats have a globalist view of open borders, Sanctuary Cities, noncitizen voting, and on and on.
Adopting the American principle of Racial Equality provide an opportunity to redirect the
narrative and take back the debate utilizing American principles.
It is important that the Florida Senate support President Trump in the concept of
America First by NOT using the Democrat’s distorted view of a White Nationalist as a
neo-Nazi and White Supremacist.
Please revise the resolution to focus on Racial Equality or better yet, vote NAY on
the existing draft resolution that will almost certainly cause more controversy
without any societal benefit.

Please note there are three important attachments below; 1) SPLC Defines White
Nationalist 2) Palm Beach Post Defines Anti-Sanctuary Bill, and 3) The American
Principle of Racial Equality.
Thank you for your consideration.

David Caulkett, VP

SPLC Defines White Nationalist
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/ideology/white-nationalist

Their definition obviously equates “White Nationalist” to “neo-Nazi”!
So, what is a "White Nationalist?" To many it means a Caucasian who supports the
concept of America First. It should be noted that America's Founding Fathers were
White, and they were decidedly Nationalists. Much of the deep difference between
Democrats and Republicans is a different view of globalism vs. nationalism. President
Trump has often expressed the concept of taking care of USA first, along with a
skepticism on the ‘New World Order’ which is typically embraced by the Democrats.
“White Supremacy” means racial superiority which we despise.
Neo-Nazi has yet a different meaning, as an advocate of fascism, which we despise.

Palm Beach Post Defines Anti-Sanctuary Bill
The common use liberal definition of “White Nationalism” is conveniently shown in an
OP-ED by the Palm Beach (Com)Post.
https://www.palmbeachpost.com/opinion/20190331/editorial-florida-lawmakers-mustsoundly-denounce-white-nationalism-shut-down-sanctuary-cities-bill

There you have it very clearly; Democrats consider Republicans who support
immigration law enforcement “white nationalism.”
Using simple logic with these examples;
Republicans supporting immigration enforcement=
White Nationalists =
White Supremacists =
Neo-Nazis

The American Principle of Racial Equality.
A Resolution Promoting Racial Equality as the American Way to provide equal
opportunity to all regardless of race, ethnicity or culture and denouncing racial
supremacy and all acts of domestic terror, including acts of mass violence.
WHEREAS, Martin Luther King Jr.’s legacy expressed in his famous I Have A Dream
speech that his four children would live in a nation where they will not be judged by the
color of their skin but by the content of their character, and,
WHEREAS, no race has a monopoly on love or hate of neighbor, and,
WHEREAS, it is un-American and unconstitutional to render judgment or profiling
people of one race, ignoring their honorable behavior, accomplishments, contributions,
and good citizenship, and attributing to them because of the color of their skin, instead,
the sins of others, and
WHEREAS, crimes in the United States are committed by persons of every racial group
without exception, and,
WHEREAS, Lady Justice is blindfolded and criminal acts in our country are subject to
punishment regardless of race, ethnicity or religion, and
WHEREAS, singling out any group of people for preferential treatment or privilege and
likewise for arbitrary negative criticism or penalty because of the color of their skin is
unconstitutional, illogical, and un-American, and
WHEREAS, acts of mass violence based on race continue to a problem in Florida and
elsewhere, and
WHEREAS, the job of the Legislators and Senators in the State of Florida is to see that
US citizens, naturalized citizens, Legal Permanent Residents, visitors and illegal aliens
are protected from becoming victims of racism or discrimination of any type, now,
THEREFORE, be it Resolved by the Senate of the State of Florida: That continued and
renewed emphasis on racial equality is needed, that violence against any person or
group of persons because of race or color of their skin will be strongly rejected and
condemned as hateful expressions of intolerance that are contradictory to the values
that define the people of Florida and the United States.

